FUN PARK
SuperPark is a new all-in-one indoor activity park with 3 themed areas that offer over 20 fun, healthy and energizing
activities for all ages.

Car[ edit ] The Park is also accessible by taxi, private hire car or personal car. As stipulated by article 2. This
offer cannot be exchanged for cash and cannot be used in conjunction with other promotional offers. Your
kids will go home well entertained and educated. It also plays a part in research work on the echolocation
capabilities of dolphins. Themes such as "Fear Formula" and "Haunted Hong Kong" provide modern twists on
the traditional haunted house along with various attractions and activities. Criticism[ edit ] Ocean Park has
been criticised by wildlife advocates for certain practices including the wild capture of large sea animals, such
as dolphins and orca , and the presentation of shows featuring such animals performing. You get to feed them
meat skewers through the glass windows. Animal in High Definition Month[ edit ] The Animal in High
Definition Months enable visitors to encounter a variety of rare animals up close, with educational experts on
hand to disseminate information about these creatures. The highlight in the zoo is an enclosed truck ride
among the tigers. This route has since stopped its regular service due to a decline in passenger numbers. The
man had accidentally entered a staff-only area, and was hit on the head by the coffin bottom. Younger children
minimum age 3 years may ride when accompanied by an adult. Ocean Park's second hotel is expected to be
completed by the end of or by early The park is also planning to provide free Wifi to visitors in the near future
along with a smart phone application to check queue times at different attractions later in the year. Ocean Park
Hong Kong and all respective attractions reserve the right to adjust the terms and conditions of the offer
without any prior notice. Featuring 3D wall projection, water waves light projector and LED lights, the display
will give you a vivid under-water experience. The celebration usually features lantern displays, God of
Fortune visits, lion and dragon dances. Future expansion[ edit ] This section needs to be updated. August
Ocean Park is planning to design a four-star, room Ocean Hotel. Passengers may use any of the Aberdeen
Tunnel bus routes and walk to the park from the Aberdeen Tunnel Toll Plaza bus stop. Free entrance for
children under the height of 1. Ocean Park was required to install caps over the emergency brake button for
their trains before reopening. Of course they have tandem bikes too--ride with your kids and have a little
family bonding, it's going to be the best day ever. In , the event let visitors explore Chinese national treasures,
featuring the display of two Sichuan golden monkeys. Each attraction will record the membership numbers of
SmartFun Annual Pass or membership cards. Unlike zoos that use animals for human's entertainment, the
Mangrove Seaside Ecology Park doesn't have that artificial feel to it--you can watch the wetland-bred birds
dwelling in their natural habitats. MMBRC is divided into 6 separate activity zones, and provides behavioural
training and basic husbandry to the dolphins. The jelly fish exhibition features more than twenty breeds of
jelly fish in different shapes and sizes. Please update this article to reflect recent events or newly available
information. The truck ride costs an extra 50rmb though. There is concern for the psychological state of the
mammals alongside their physiological needs. On 16 September , a year-old man died inside Ocean Park's
Halloween attraction called "Buried Alive", where guests lie in a coffin until the bottom drops out, sending
them down a slide. Construction will start by the middle of at the earliest, with the hotel slated to open in The
BIG little water and fun park in the Northeastern corner of the Poconos that your entire family will love! We
operate the park safely, not only under the legal and administrative guidelines, but also on the ground of
corporate responsibility, so that our customers can enjoy it without worries or concerns. Christmas themed
celebrations held from December to January every year. This offer is only valid for original admission tickets
or membership cards. Carousel has it all! Hope to see you next season.

